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COMING SOON! This broadcast-quality HEVC
quad-channel encoder/decoder from Domo
Broadcast Systems (formerly Broadcast Wireless
Systems) will offer exceptional compression
ratios on video resolutions up to 4K UHD with an
end-to-end latency of 40ms. It's ideal for remote
production applications over leased lines or
satellite. Discover more.

Onyx-IP 

Gain superior quality and performance with this
4K/60p HEVC 422 10bit multi-channel
encoder/decoder pair from NTT Electronics. 
The perfect density always available for any
transmission, such as sporting events, live
events and news gathering. Discover more.

NTT HC32000E series

The calm in the midst of
any storm. Able to leap any
obstacle in a single bound. 

Our partners are always developing new solutions and improving on existing ones to keep
your industry competitive and moving forward.  This month we're highlighting two great
solutions for multi-channel, low latency remote production — innovations you won't
want to miss!

In the spotlight: Remote production solutions

At Zest Technologies, we provide the
tech solutions you need to reliably
deliver high-quality, low-latency video
over any managed or unmanaged IP or
satellite network. We source only the
most advanced hardware and software
solutions on the market, from partners
who bring innovation and superior tech
solutions to the table every time. 

Welcome!

Meet your Zest team

Managing Director /Founder

Lorna Garrett

Whether you simply want more detail or are looking for a completely
bespoke solution, contact us today. We're always only a phone call or
email away. 

Contact us today … or any time!

NEWSLETTER
The latest about the best-in-class solutions to

meet your video tech needs 

Technical Manager

Osman Sen-Chadun

Administration Manager

Leigh Boyd-Livingston

Leader. Sharer of industry-
wide experience. Provider of
best-in-class solutions.

Innovator. Tech guru.
Broadcast genius. All at
your disposal. 

You can't broadcast everything from a
studio. But with the right  remote
production technology and workflow in
place, you can gain numerous
advantages when you capture your live
video from any location and then
deliver it back to your main production
facility.  It won't matter if you're
broadcasting from atop a mountain, in a
farmyard — anywhere! 

Check out our Remote Production flyer,
then let's chat. 

Everyone's going
remote
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